
Please send this blog on to all ASAP.

THANK YOU to all those who have written and told me you send a letter to the Supreme Court!  I 
got confirmation from New Zealand, Scotland, England, Canada and a lot of other countries and 
many American states!  This issue is important!

   In Jeremiah 36:25 some good guys made "intercession" to the king.  In Jer. 38:7 Ebbed-Melech 
made intercession to the king to save Jeremiah who was stuck in a well and could not help 
himself.  Jesus makes intercession for us (Romans 8; Heb. 7:25 etc).  There are LOTS of times in 
the Bible where politicians did things (or did NOT do things) because "they feared the people." 
(Mt. 14:5; Acts 5:26 for examples)  Often God uses people to turn the hearts of leaders and there 
is no such thing as TOO MANY in this case! :)

   So-o-o-o-o, a reminder, I sent out a blog on Feb 1 asking folks to write the Supreme Court on 
behalf of my "celli" and friend and legal helper Alexander Matthews.  I said whoever can cause the 
most letters to be written to the court (including each of your family members age 2 and up. :) will 
get a free (the first and only so far) autographed copy of my new book "What on Earth is About to 
Happen...for Heaven's Sake?"  

   I gave today- Feb 12 as the deadline to get letters sent.  I'd like to extend that 2 days.  PLEASE 
see how many letters you can get sent by midnight Friday night and let Hal@2peter3.com and 
Marianne psalm.37@live.com know how many you have caused to be sent.  This is on the honor 
system.  Hall will determine the "winner."  (Actually I will be the winner if this helps Alex win his 
case and go home!  He will be a great help to my case for years to come and can do better from 
home with a computer :)  You could even have a letter typed, envelope stamped and ready to go 
and then go ask your friends or neighbors to sign. :)

  Here is a sample letter:

To: Supreme Court
Clerk of the Court
Washington, DC 20543

Honorable Supreme Court Justices,

   On February 21 you are scheduled to hear case #13-8033 of Alexander Matthews regarding 
violations of his 6th amendment rights.  Many world-wide are watching his case and praying for 
you to have wisdom and to render justice in this matter.  Thank you for your careful investigation.

Sincerely,

-----------

You can read all about Alex's case and the injustice on my-america.org.  While you are "surfing" 
check www.clubcreation.org and tell Geena thanks for helping me while I'm stuck in this pit.  She's 
another "Ebed-Melech" for me.  Plus, she has some cool (and rare-unique!) interviews ya might 
want to tell others about. :)  www.2peter3.com has updates on my case.

Having you write to interceed for Alex is all the birthday present I want. :)  THANKS!
See ya at the finish line!
Kent Hovind


